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Introduction to Polar Coordinates, P.C. Exploration 11-1
Find the sheet of polar coordinate
grids in your handout.
Using a strip cut from an index
card, make a number-line ruler
as shown in the ﬁgure.
Rotate the number line about
the pole so that the posi9ve
part is at 60˚, as in the ﬁgure.
Plot:
Rotate the number line so that
the posi9ve part is at 240˚.
Plot:
What do you no9ce?

• The points are at the same places.
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Introduc)on, Con9nued
Some things my students might (or might not) no9ce:
• Two diﬀerent ordered pairs may refer to the same point.
• The same point might have diﬀerent polar coordinates.
• A rota9ng number line, rather than a rota9ng ray, makes
nega9ve r-values easier to understand.
• “When we started with angles in standard posi9on,
you told us r was always posi*ve!” You’re older now!
• (r, θ) is (dependent, independent), not like (x, y).
• Polar coordinate angles in degree are easier for students to
visualize than angles in radians would be.
• The size and scales on the polar grid sheet are “just right,”
not too big and not too small (like “baby bear’s porridge?”).

Limaçon in Polar Coordinates, Precalculus Explora9on 11-2
On another polar grid, plot points:

See any paierns?
Connect the points in order.
Now reveal the equa9on:
Conﬁrm by grapher.
The ﬁgure is a limaçon, French: “snail.”
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Limaçon, con9nued
At what θs does the graph
pass through the pole?

or
Plot lines at these angles.
Rela9on to the graph?
• Tangent to graph at the pole.
Students learn to plot polar graphs by hand, and by calculator.
Students prac9ce solving a trigonometric equa9on.
Students prac9ce dis9nguishing between arcsin and sin-1.

Intersec)ons of Polar Curves, Precalculus Explora9on 11-3 rev
Limaçon (1):
Limaçon (2):
Conﬁrm by grapher.
The graphs cross at 4 places.
Are these intersec*ons?
Re-plot in SIMULT mode.
Press “enter” to pause.
Press “enter” to re-start.
Trace the Limaçon (1) to point P1. Jump to Limaçon (2)
P1 is an intersec9on. Both graphs are there at the same 9me.
Trace the Limaçon (1) to point P2. Jump to Limaçon (2).
P2 is not an intersec9on. When the Limaçon (1) is at P1,
Limaçon (2) is “somewhere else.”
Two of the crossing points are intersec9ons, two are not.
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Intersec)on of Polar Curves, con9nued
Why isn’t P2 an intersec9on?
On Limaçon (1), P2 is at
θ = 90˚, with r1 = 3.
At 90˚, (2) has r2 = 5,
not 3.
(2) does not reach P2
un9l θ = 270˚, 180˚ away,
with r2 = –3.
At a non-intersec9on crossing point, is the “somewhere else”
for the other graph always 180˚ away at the same distance from
the pole, but with the opposite sign?
Homework!

Polar to Rectangular Transforma)ons
On your grapher, plot
this polar func9on:

The reciprocal of a limaçon
without a loop.
Is it an ellipse?
Transform to Cartesian coord.

(next slide)
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Polar to Rectangular Transforma)ons, con9nued

Unit circle:
An ellipse is a transforma9on of the unit circle.
x-transla9on 4, x-dila9on 6, y-dila9on √20, focus at pole.

Polar Coordinates in Calculus (Refresher, Explora9on 8-7a1, page 1)
Another limaçon.
Is point at 0.9 radian accurate?
Make a number line with an
index card. Mark it with the
scale on the graph.
θ = 0.9 radian ≈ 51.6˚
Rotate the number line so that
the posi*ve part is at ≈ 51.6˚.
Does the number line contain
the point on the graph?
Is the point at ≈ 3.3 units
from the pole?
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Polar Coordinates in Calculus (Refresher, concluded)
Is point at 5 radians accurate?
θ = 5 radians ≈ 286.5˚
Rotate the number line so that
the posi*ve part is at 286.5˚.
Does the number line contain
the point on the graph?
Go to ≈ –1.9 on the nega*ve
part of the number line.
Does the graph agree with
the calcula9on?
Rota9ng number line helps students
understand nega9ve r-values.

Calculus: Explora9on 8-7a
Find area of the ellipse from earlier:

Slice the region radially (below).
For a “locally linear” func9on,
the slice approaches a triangle
of base r dθ and al9tude r.
Its area is
Total area: Add up the dAs and
take the limit, i.e., integrate dA.

Area ≈ 84.3 square units.
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Meteorite Problem, Calculus Explora9on 8-7c
A meteorite is on a hyperbolic
path as it passes the earth.
Eqn:
r in thousands of miles,
θ in radians.
(Reciprocal of a limaçon
with a loop.)
Does your grapher graph
agree with the ﬁgure?
(Radian mode, θ-step = 0.05, x-window [-55, 55] )
How far is the meteorite from Earth’s center when
θ = 0.8 radian (shown)? • r = 35.9554… , about 40,000 mi.
Meteorite is closest? • r = 4 or 4,000 mi. (Good news/bad news?)

Meteorite Problem, con9nued
How far does the meteorite go
between the 9mes when
θ = 0.8 and θ = 5.5 radians?
Background: Recall the ellipse (below):
dL is the “hypotenuse” of a triangle
with “legs” dr and r dθ. Thus,
For hyperbola,
Add up the dLs and take the limit.
= 82.4852…
About 82.5 thousand miles
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Conclusions:
• A rota9ng number line is more eﬀec9ve than a rota9ng ray
for gexng students to understand nega9ve values of r.
• Polar curves may cross at points that are not intersec9ons.
Simultaneous ploxng on a grapher helps understand why.
• Solving trig equa9ons can help ﬁnd intersec9on points.
• Angles in degrees are easier to visualize that angles in radians.
But angles in radians are necessary for calculus.
• sin-1 and arcsin are beier than Arcsin and arcsin.
• You can (some9mes) transform between polar and Cartesian.
• Reciprocal of a limaçon without a loop — ellipse
• Reciprocal of a limaçon with a loop — hyperbola
• Accurate graphs on paper can be useful for measuring.
• Diﬀeren9als dr, dθ, dA and dL in calculus have physical meanings.
They are not just parts of deriva9ve and integral formulas.
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Final Exam!
On an index card, please answer the ques9on:
What is the one most important thing you learned as a result
of par9cipa9ng in this workshop?
Enjoy the rest of the conference!
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